
Jiminny Remains #1
in Conversation
Intelligence
 on G2 (Autumn 2022)
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This Autumn, we’re thrilled to announce that Jiminny has been voted #1 in
conversation intelligence on G2 for the second consecutive time!

And if that wasn’t enough, Jiminny has also topped the leaderboard for the
‘Outbound Call Tracking’ and ‘Video Conferencing’ categories on G2 this
season.

As always, we’re incredibly grateful to our amazing customers, and with
your help, we’ll continue to develop an amazing product that will support
you in becoming the very best version of you. 

G2 is the world’s leading business 
software review platform, 
connecting visitors to over 100,000 
products and services. 

Jiminny achieved #1 in the results index for CI, video conferencing and outbound call 

tracking, which considers how likely customers are to recommend us, how well Jiminny 

meets requirements, estimated ROI and more.

Best Results 

Our customers see 100% ROI in under 6 months of implementing Jiminny - that’s half 

the industry standard of 12 months.

Best Estimated ROI

By being in the Leader tier of the Momentum Grid, Jiminny ranks in the top 25% of 

sales coaching products as rated by our users.

Momentum Leader

Jiminny is in the High Performer quadrant of the Grid® Report for CI, sales coaching, 

outbound call tracking and video conferencing!

High Performer

It’s the go-to destination for 
discovering and comparing leading 
technology and solutions - all 
based on verified peer-to-peer 
reviews.
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Best Overall Scores
G2 Results Index for Conversation Intelligence | Autumn 2022

Jiminny

Revenue.io

Avoma

Gong

BoostUp.ai

Fathom

Balto

Likely to
Recommend

Meets
Requirements Estimated ROI Other Factors

9.26

9.22

9.17

9.10

9.03

9.02

9.00

Aug 19, 2022

James M., VP of Sales | Small-Business (50 or fewer employees)

"Jiminny makes life easier for sales leaders"
“In my experience, it is rare to find a genuinely excellent tool that is accompanied by a 
great team that will help you to onboard and use it. Becky and Mike were and have been 
excellent throughout the process and you're left with the feeling that they genuinely listen 
and understand what you are trying to accomplish by implementing their software (or 
maybe they're just using Jiminny!).”
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